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Raspberry Pi User GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Make the most out of the world’s first truly compact computer


	It's the size of a credit card, it can be charged like a smartphone, it runs on open-source Linux, and it holds the promise of bringing programming and playing to millions at low cost. And now you can learn how to use this amazing computer from its...
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Learning Raspberry PiPackt Publishing, 2015

	Unlock your creative programming potential by creating web technologies, image processing, electronics- and robotics-based projects using the Raspberry Pi


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to create games, web, and desktop applications using the best features of the Raspberry Pi
	
		Discover the...
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Red Hat Linux Security and OptimizationRed Hat, 2001
Your Official Red Hat® Linux® Guide to Security and Optimization Reviewed and approved by the experts at Red Hat, this comprehensive guide delivers the know-how you need to improve the performance of your Red Hat Linux system—and protect it from attacks and break-ins. Red Hat Linux expert Mohammed Kabir starts by...
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C All-in-One Desk Reference For DummiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	This book covers everything users need to get up-to-speed on C programming, including advanced topics to take their programming skill to the next level. It walks C programmers through the entire development cycle of a C program - designing and developing the program, writing source code, compiling the code, linking the code to create the...
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Linux and Solaris Recipes for Oracle DBAsApress, 2015

	Linux and Solaris Recipes for Oracle DBAs, 2nd Edition is an example–based book on managing Oracle Database under Linux and Solaris. The book is written for database administrators who need to get work done and lack the luxury of curling up fireside with a stack of operating-system documentation. What this book provides...
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Cybersecurity – Attack and Defense Strategies: Infrastructure security with Red Team and Blue Team tacticsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Enhance your organization's secure posture by improving your attack and defense strategies

	
		Key Features

		
			Gain a clear understanding of the attack methods, and patterns to recognize abnormal behavior within your organization with Blue Team tactics.
	
			Learn to unique...
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Minimal Perl: For UNIX and Linux PeopleManning Publications, 2006
No-nonsense and practical, yet with wit and charm. A joy to read."
 -Dan Sanderson, Software Developer, Amazon.com
 "Shows style, not just facts-valuable."
 -Brian Downs, former Training Director, Lucent Technologies 

 "Brilliant, never tedious-highly recommended!"
 -Jon Allen, Maintainer of...
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Mac OS X Panther for Unix GeeksO'Reilly, 2003
With its rep for being the sort of machine that won't intimidate even the most inexperienced users, what's the appeal of the Mac® for hard-core geeks? The Mac has always been an efficient tool, pleasant to use and customize, and eminently hackable. But now with Mac OS® X's BSD core, many a Unix® developer has found it irresistible. The...
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Distributed WorkMIT Press, 2002
Technological advances and changes in the global economy are motivating and enabling an increasing geographic distribution of work. Today, the geographic distance between an average pair of workers is increasing in industries ranging from banking, to wine production, to clothing design. According to Bureau of Labor surveys of workers, more people...
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Silverlight 2 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2008
Full Color Code samples appear as they do in Visual Studio and Expression Blend!
 

Printed entirely in color, with helpful figures and syntax coloring to make code samples appear as they do in Visual Studio and Expression Blend!

 

...
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Spring Into PHP 5Addison Wesley, 2005
The fastest route to true PHP mastery! So...you've been asked to pitch in on a  PHP project...starting now. Or maybe one's on the horizon. Or maybe you need to  get real PHP skills onto your resume. You've done web stuff. Maybe used other  scripting languages. Now you want to get productive with PHP, fast.Welcome. We  wrote this book for you. We'll...
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Producing Open Source Software : How to Run a Successful Free Software ProjectO'Reilly, 2005
The corporate market is now embracing free, "open source"  software like never before, as evidenced by the recent success of the  technologies underlying LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL, and PHP). Each is the result  of a publicly collaborative process among numerous developers who volunteer  their time and energy to create...
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